March Book Madness
High (Grades 9th-12th)
#marchbookmadness

Audacity
NC163

Persepolis 2: The Story Of A Return
JC802

Born A Crime: Stories From A South African Childhood
NA542

Between Two Skies
NA868

Round 2 Winner

Round 3 Winner

Round 2 Winner

Round 2 Winner

Round 2 Winner

Round 2 Winner

Round 2 Winner

Round 2 Winner

Round 2 Winner

Round 2 Winner

Round 2 Winner

Round 2 Winner

CHAMPION

Audacity
NC163

Persepolis 2: The Story Of A Return
JC802

Born A Crime: Stories From A South African Childhood
NA542

Between Two Skies
NA868

Lion: A Long Way Home Young Readers’ Edition
NA233

The Librarian Of Auschwitz
NC068

Swing
NB362

The Bridge Of Clay
NB626

Divergent,
To Kill a Mockingbird,
Voices from the Oregon Trail,
Dr. Seuss
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